
DuraWhite® Typical Properties

here’s where your 
great durawhite pool 
experience begins:

Typical Size Distribution
∞ % larger than 12 mesh      0.5%
∞ % larger than 16 mesh      6%
∞ % larger than 50 mesh      55%
∞ % smaller than 200 mesh      10%
Typical Physical Properties
 Loose Bulk Density (lbs/ft3)      100
 Compacted Bulk Density (lbs/ft3)     115
Typical Chemical Analysis
 Calcium Carbonate (CaCO3, PLA 4-70)    96%
 Magnesium Carbonate (MgCO3, PLA 4-70)    2.5%
 Silica and Silicates (SiO2, ASTM C-25)    0.4%   
Mineral Properties
 Color        White
 Alkalinity (as NaOH, ASTM D-1208)    0.4 mg/gm
 pH (ASTM-1208)       9.4 (saturated solution)
 Hardness (Hand. of Chem. & Phy.)     3 Mohs, relatively non-abrasive
 Solubility (Hand. of Chem. & Phy.)     0.0035 gm/100 ml H2O at 100ºC
 Particle Shape (Microscope)     Irregular, uniaxial
 Specific Gravity (ASTM D-153)     2.7
 Refractive Index (Hand. of Chem. & Phy.)    1.6
 Weight/Solid Gallon (s.g. x 8.345)     22.6 lbs/solid gallon (0.0443 solid gallons/lb)
 Linear Expansion Coefficient (Hand. of Chem. & Phy.)  4.3 x 10-6/ºC

Description
DuraWhite Marble Aggregate is a very white and carefully sized marble for swimming pool plasters and other cementitious 
applications. It improves the durability and appearance of swimming pool finishes without sacrificing workability.

THERE ARE NO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Refer to Huber's
Standard Conditions of Sale for the only express warranties applicable to the Huber products. Products incorporating Huber products 
are not warranted by Huber. In no event is Huber liable for consequential damages. DuraWhite® is used, applied for, or registered 
as a trademark of the J.M. Huber Corporation in various countries around the world.
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Remember to 
look for the 
DuraWhite bag!
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a great pool 
    is in the bag!

huber engineered materials

With DuraWhite® 
Marble Aggregate, 

Marble Aggregate



Benefits of DuraWhite Marble Aggregate
duraWhite Mixes 
and applies 
smoothly.
DuraWhite® goes on smoothly from bag to bag 

because we’ve engineered it that way. That means 

you can consistently apply DuraWhite without 

worrying about whether or not it’ll go on as 

quickly and smoothly as it did the last time.

“DuraWhite has proven to be 
easier to mix and apply than 
other aggregates. We love it!”
   – Phil, Installer, Sarasota, FL

nobody ever 
scratched their 
feet on smooth 
marble.
While other pool surfaces are as rough as the 

coarsest sandpaper, DuraWhite’s super smooth 

“Velvet Touch” surface lets you play in the pool 

longer without damaging tender feet.

Non-DuraWhite pool surfaces can be as rough as sandpaper.

just one reason 
why a durawhite 
pool is so durable.
The enduring beauty of marble 
has helped ancient buildings last 
for centuries. It’ll help your good 
reputation last for generations.

• DuraWhite pools are durable because they’re made 
 of marble.

• Durability means fewer callbacks and a rock-solid 
 reputation for you.

For a pool that shines 
like marble, use marble.

A DuraWhite marble pool is brighter and easier 

to clean, and it stays that way because algae 

have no pits to hide in. So it appears brighter 

longer, leaving more time to enjoy the pool, and 

less time cleaning it.

why a durawhite 
pool looks so 
bright.

DuraWhite pools look 
cleaner longer.

DuraWhite means fewer
callbacks.


